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The atmospheric and deep sea reservoirs of carbon dioxide are
linked via physical, chemical, and biological processes. The last of
these include photosynthesis, particle settling, and organic matter
remineralization, and are collectively termed the “biological car-
bon pump.” Herein, we present results from a 13-y (1992–2004)
sediment trap experiment conducted in the permanently oligotro-
phic North Pacific Subtropical Gyre that document a large, rapid,
and predictable summertime (July 15–August 15) pulse in particu-
late matter export to the deep sea (4,000 m). Peak daily fluxes of
particulate matter during the summer export pulse (SEP) average
408, 283, 24.1, 1.1, and 67.5 μmol·m−2·d−1 for total carbon, organic
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus (PP), and biogenic silica, respectively.
The SEP is approximately threefold greater than mean wintertime
particle fluxes and fuels more efficient carbon sequestration
because of low remineralization during downward transit that
leads to elevated total carbon/PP and organic carbon/PP particle
stoichiometry (371:1 and 250:1, respectively). Our long-term obser-
vations suggest that seasonal changes in the microbial assemblage,
namely, summertime increases in the biomass and productivity of
symbiotic nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria in association with dia-
toms, are the main cause of the prominent SEP. The recurrent
SEP is enigmatic because it is focused in time despite the absence
of any obvious predictable stimulus or habitat condition. We hy-
pothesize that changes in day length (photoperiodism) may be an
important environmental cue to initiate aggregation and subse-
quent export of organic matter to the deep sea.
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The ocean plays a central role in the global carbon cycle.
Approximately half of the photosynthesis on Earth is attrib-

utable to microscopic, single-celled phytoplankton that inhabit
the sea (1). Within the marine environment, most (∼90%) of the
photosynthetic carbon fixation takes place in the low-biomass,
low-nutrient open ocean gyres that are grossly undersampled
relative to coastal habitats (2, 3). A small but variable (typically
<15% for open ocean ecosystems) portion of the organic matter
produced in the sunlit (euphotic) zone is exported to the deeper,
dark regions of the ocean by gravitational settling of living and
nonliving particulate organic matter (POM). Most of the expor-
ted POM undergoes microbial decomposition before reaching
the seabed. This POM remineralization process creates a deep
sea reservoir of inorganic nutrients, including dissolved inorganic
carbon (DIC), nitrate (NO3

−), and phosphate (PO4
3−). The re-

supply of these deep sea nutrients to the euphotic zone via tur-
bulent diffusion and upwelling sustains surface ocean produc-
tivity over long time scales.
The term “carbon pump” (4) is used to describe the oceanic

processes that collectively sustain the large ∼272 μmol C·kg−1
global mean surface-to-deep sea increase of DIC in the ocean.
The carbon pump ultimately sets the limit for carbon dioxide
(CO2) exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere (4). A
stated goal of the seminal paper by Volk and Hoffert (4) was “to

develop a quantitative vocabulary” for models of atmospheric
concentrations of CO2. They reasoned that the oceanic carbon
pump had three major components: soft tissue [measured as par-
ticulate organic carbon (POC)], carbonate [measured as particulate
inorganic carbon (PIC)], and solubility (measured as DIC). The
first two derive from the biological processes of photosynthesis and
calcification, respectively, and are referred to collectively as the
biological carbon pump (BCP). The third component is a manifes-
tation of large-scale thermohaline ocean circulation and tempera-
ture- and salinity-dependent changes in the solubility of CO2 (4).
Abiotic models of the marine carbon cycle that lack a BCP are
unable to reproduce observed distributions of DIC in the global
ocean, and hence do not accurately predict the role of the ocean in
global carbon sequestration.
The upper limit of the magnitude or “strength” of the BCP is

controlled, in large part, by the rate of nutrient resupply to the
surface ocean; large nutrient fluxes support high rates of export.
Other factors, including the size spectrum and diversity of the
phytoplankton assemblage, the structure of the food web, and
water temperature, can also influence the quantity and quality of
exported organic matter (5, 6), but nutrient flux into the euphotic
zone is the most important variable. In certain regions of the
ocean, there is an imbalance in the supply of NO3

− vs. PO4
3−

relative to requirements for net POM production, and PO4
3−

accumulates (7). These habitats are conducive for the selection
of nitrogen (N2)-fixing microorganisms that can provide an ad-
ditional pathway for POM production and export, thereby en-
hancing net CO2 sequestration.
In October 1988, Station ALOHA (A Long-term Oligotro-

phic Habitat Assessment) was established as an open ocean site
(22° 45′ N, 158° W) for the integrated study of climate-induced
habitat variability and its impact on microbial biogeochemistry
(8). As one component of that study, we measured particle
export to the deep sea (2,800- and 4,000-m reference depths)
over nearly a 13-y period to complement measurements of
surface ocean rates of primary production and euphotic zone
export. Our field observations reveal an unexpected and pre-
viously undocumented late summer deep sea sequestration of
carbon that is largely supported by a symbiotic association be-
tween N2-fixing cyanobacteria and diatoms. We summarize and
discuss the flux patterns and present a conceptual model that
will serve as a testable hypothesis for future laboratory and field
experimentation.
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Results
Surface Ocean Processes. Depth-integrated (0–150 m) rates of
primary production and euphotic zone carbon export at Station
ALOHA vary seasonally with changes in photosynthetically
available radiation (Fig. 1). Near-surface density stratification in
the period from late spring through early fall (May– September)
results in shallow mixed layers (Fig. 1C) and increased in situ
photon flux. Primary production and export both increase in
summer (Fig. 1D) when both NO3

− concentrations in the eu-
photic zone and the resupply of NO3

− from deep waters
are lowest.
The export of POC measured at the base of the euphotic zone

(150 m) at Station ALOHA ranges from 2 to 15% (mean =
5.28%) of the contemporaneous primary production (Fig. 2).
Despite model predictions linking primary production to eu-
photic zone export, coincident measurements document sub-
stantial temporal variability and multiyear changes in the export-
to-production ratio (i.e., e-ratio; Fig. 2 B and C). Moreover, no
consistent seasonal pattern in the e-ratio emerges from this re-
cord (Fig. 2C), despite the approximately twofold seasonal
changes observed in euphotic zone productivity (Fig. 1 B and D).

Variability in the e-ratio has been attributed, in part, to varia-
tions in biogeochemical processes, including changes in micro-
bial community structure (5, 9, 10). Furthermore, because these
production (∼12-h duration) and export (∼60-h duration)
measurements are concurrent during approximately monthly
cruises, any temporal decoupling of these two processes or short-
term (<1 mo) stochastic variability in either or both parameters
could influence the accuracy of the calculated e-ratio.

Deep Sea Particle Fluxes and Climatologies. In contrast to the pat-
terns observed for euphotic zone processes, particle fluxes to the
deep sea (4,000 m, ∼730 m off the seabed) document annually
recurrent, highly elevated particulate carbon (PC) and particu-
late nitrogen (PN) fluxes during the summer (Fig. 3). We define
“large” flux measurements as ≥150% of the annual mean PC flux
at 4,000 m (mean = 232.2 μmol·m−2·d−1, SE = 15.4, n = 226;
Fig. 3B) and identify 18 large flux records in the 13-y time series.
All these measurements fall within the summer period, and 13
of these 18 large fluxes fall within a narrow 4-wk period (July
15–August 15), using midpoint dates of each collection period
(Fig. 3B). The PN patterns are similar to those described for PC
(Fig. 3D).
This long-term set of observations for export at 4,000 m can be

used to assemble a deep sea flux climatology (Fig. 4 and Table 1).
It documents a predictable pattern of low, relatively constant
fluxes of PC, PN, particulate phosphorus (PP), and particulate
biogenic silica (P-BSi) in winter (November–February) over-
printed by a prominent peak in export, especially for PC and PN,
in summer (Fig. 4 A and B). We term this latter feature the
“summer export pulse” (SEP). The SEP includes both PIC (i.e.,
carbonates) and POC, but it is predominantly organic (Figs. 4A
and 5). Moreover, the POC/PIC ratio at 4,000 m achieves its
annual maximum of 2.3 during the SEP, indicating a relative
enrichment of organic matter (Fig. S1D). The short-lived SEP
delivers nearly 20% of the annual POC flux to the seabed.
In addition to representing an elevated mass flux, the SEP is

characterized by an elemental composition that is C- and N-
enriched, relative to P, compared with particulate matter expor-
ted to this depth during the remainder of the year (Table 1). The
peak summertime POC/PP and PN/PP molar ratios are 257:1 and
22:1, respectively, well above the canonical stoichiometries of
106:1 and 16:1 reported by Redfield et al. (11). The total PC
(inorganic plus organic)/PP ratio for the SEP is 371:1 (Table 1).
The Station ALOHA SEP also has a corresponding P-BSi

peak (Fig. 4D and Tables 1 and S1). P-BSi (i.e., opal) is the main
constituent of diatom frustules, suggesting a key role for diatoms
in particulate matter export. Previous analyses of the Station
ALOHA sediment trap samples for the period 1992–1994
documented a summertime flux of diatom cells (mostly of the
genera Hemiaulus,Mastogloia, and Rhizosolenia), including many
intact, cytoplasm-containing cells with endosymbiotic hetero-
cystous cyanobacteria (Richelia) capable of N2 fixation (12)
(Table S1). Our recently acquired data on elevated chlorophyll a/
pheopigment (chl a/pheo) ratios measured at 4,000 m during the
peak flux period (Table S1) are consistent with fresh organic
matter relative to that collected during the remainder of the
year. These data, together with the phylotype-specific nitroge-
nase (nifH) gene analyses (Role of Symbiotic N2-Fixing Micro-
organisms), suggest symbiotic cyanobacteria as dominant N2
fixers contributing to export.

Depth-Dependent Particle Flux Attenuation. Attenuation of particle
flux beneath the euphotic zone is controlled by a complex set of
variables, including the chemical composition and sinking speed
of the particles (13). The more rapidly particles sink, the less
time there is for them to undergo chemical and biological deg-
radation, with the net effect being a more efficient transfer of
particulate matter to the deep sea. When the deep sea (4,000 m)
PN flux climatology is compared with measurements at two
shallower reference depths (150 and 2,800 m), several consistent
patterns and key differences emerge (Fig. 5). First, there is

Fig. 1. Composite of key environmental variables observed at Station
ALOHA. (A) Climatological model of surface photosynthetically available
radiation (PAR; red trend line) based on astronomical formulation and
calibrated using high-resolution moored observations at Station ALOHA
collected between January 1997 and May 1998 and 3-d average PAR mea-
sured during approximately monthly Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) cruises
(solid blue symbols). (B) Primary production based on 14C methodology
measured during approximately monthly HOT cruises (solid blue symbols)
along with three-point running mean (red trend line). (C) Annual climatol-
ogy of mixed layer depth (MLD) of the upper euphotic zone for the period
1992–2004 based on a 0.125-unit potential density criterion showing the
mean ± 1 SE. (D) Primary production (solid blue symbols; left y axis) and
euphotic zone export (solid red symbols; right y axis) annual climatologies
for the period 1992–2004 showing the mean ± 1 SE (note scale differences).
The lightly shaded time periods correspond to the SEP period (July 15–Au-
gust 15), when deep sea particulate matter fluxes are at their annual max-
ima. The dashed vertical lines in A and B mark the start of each year.
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a slightly enhanced but temporally variable euphotic zone export
of PN that begins in spring and lasts through late fall (March–
October; Fig. 5A). There is no evidence of a near-surface (150
m) feature analogous to the 4,000-m SEP. The midwater depth
(2,800 m) flux climatology displays characteristics of both the
near surface and deep sea reference depths, including a broad
and diffuse feature beginning in late winter (February–May) and
the previously described SEP (Fig. 5B). By the time sinking
particles reach 4,000 m, the broad springtime feature is greatly
reduced, whereas the SEP remains nearly intact (Fig. 5C).
Most contemporary flux models (3, 14, 15) assign a constant

term to represent the depth-dependent attenuation of particle
mass; however, our results show variations with both depth and
season. For example, vertical attenuation of particle flux is
greater in winter (e.g., 4,000 m-to-2,800 m flux ratio of ∼60%)
compared with the rest of the year. More importantly, a nearly
quantitative transfer of particulate matter from 2,800 m to 4,000 m
occurs during the SEP period and into the fall (e.g., <10% ap-
parent loss of PN; Fig. 5D). Relative to near surface (150 m)
export, the flux of PN measured at 4,000 m is 10–12% during the
SEP period compared with <5% during the remainder of the
year (Fig. 5D), indicating a more efficient late summer BCP.
Finally, the peak export values at 2,800 and 4,000 m are co-
incident in time within the resolution of sampling (Fig. 5 B and
C). These observations indicate that the SEP is characterized by
an extremely rapid (>250 m·d−1, based on observed flux patterns
and collection periods) and efficient vertical transfer of organic

matter to the deep sea that is not predicted by any existing
particle flux models.

Role of Symbiotic N2-Fixing Microorganisms. The 15N isotopic
composition of the sinking PN can be used as a tracer for new
N source materials in marine ecosystems (16–18) because of
the large difference observed between deep water NO3

− (δ15N =
+5 ‰) and PN newly fixed from dissolved N2 (δ15N = −1 ‰).
Measurements of PN collected at 4,000 m reveal 15N-enriched
values (>3.0 ‰) in winter, when PN fluxes are low, and 15N-
depleted values in summer, especially during the time period
corresponding to the SEP (Fig. 6 B and C). These results suggest
predominantly NO3

−-based new production in winter and
a greater contribution of N2-based new production in summer.
However, unlike the temporally focused SEP fluxes of PN, rates
of N2 fixation in the euphotic zone and the estimated con-
tributions of N2 fixation to export production display broader
temporal patterns with gradual increases from winter to late
summer (Fig. 6A).
The taxonomic identities of the putative N2-fixing (diazo-

trophic) microorganisms responsible for the gradual spring-to-
summer increase can be determined by sequence variations in
the nifH gene (19). During a 3-y study at Station ALOHA (2004–
2007), four major groups of diazotrophs were identified (20): an
uncultivated group of unicellular cyanobacteria (termed “group

Fig. 2. Primary production and carbon flux measured at Station ALOHA. (A)
Plot of individual Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT) cruise measurements of
primary production using 14C methodology and carbon flux from the base of
the euphotic zone (150 m) utilizing drifting sediment traps. The dashed lines
that bound the dataset are the export ratios (e-ratio = carbon flux/primary
production) of 0.02 and 0.15. (B) E-ratios for approximately monthly occu-
pations of Station ALOHA during the period 1989–2009. The horizontal red
line is the mean of the entire dataset (mean = 0.0582, SE = 0.0017, n = 182).
The dashed vertical lines mark the start of each year. (C) Monthly e-ratio
climatology based on the data presented in B showing the mean ± 1 SE.

Fig. 3. PC and PN fluxes at 4,000 m using bottom-moored sediment traps
during the period of field observation (1992–2004). Arithmetic values (A and
C) and logarithmic (base 10) values (B and D) of the PC or PN flux for each
time period (usually 15–18 d; Materials and Methods) plotted on the mid-
point of each collection period. The solid red horizontal lines in B and D are
the mean PC (232.2 μmol·m−2·d−1) and PN (11.8 μmol·m−2·d−1) fluxes for the
13-y dataset. The dashed red horizontal lines in B and D are equal to 150%
of the respective mean values. Points above this cutoff are referred to as
“large flux events” in the main text. The lightly shaded period corresponds
to the SEP period (July 15–August 15), when deep sea particulate matter
fluxes are at their annual maxima. The dashed vertical lines mark the start of
each year.
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A”), Crocosphaera spp., Trichodesmium spp., and three groups of
heterocystous cyanobacteria (termed “Het 1–3”). In this study,
we analyzed temporal patterns in nifH gene fluxes associated
with these different phylotypes in particulate matter collected at
4,000 m. We observe a sharp peak flux in total nifH genes and
a temporal pattern that is consistent with the SEP (Table S1).
Contrary to the upper water column, where all four phylotypes
are present and where group A is most abundant (20), the deep
sea nifH pool was dominated by Het 1–3 phylotypes character-
istic of heterocystous endosymbiotic cyanobacteria (Table S1).
Because Het 1–3 phylotypes are generally rare in the upper
water column but dominant in the SEP, we conclude that there
must be different fates for the N2 fixed by different microbial
groups of the upper ocean, with Het 1–3 phylotypes supporting
a significant fraction of export production in summer. Temporal
changes in a generally rare group, N2-fixing symbionts in this
case, appear to have major ecological consequences for the
deep sea.

Discussion
Since the original conceptualization of the BCP, numerous
refinements and elaborations have appeared to accommodate
new discoveries and improved mechanistic understanding (10,
21–23). The so-called “N2-primed prokaryotic carbon pump”
describes the impact that N2 fixation can have on particle export
processes in NO3

−-limited, oligotrophic ecosystems, including
enhanced carbon sequestration via elevated C/P ratios (10). The

SEP phenomenon described herein is an example of this spe-
cialized flux pathway.
Although aperiodic phytoplankton blooms have been observed

by satellite remote sensing of the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre
(NPSG) (24, 25), we currently lack a comprehensive un-
derstanding of their origins, dynamics, and fates (24, 26). Sum-
mer blooms detected via shipboard measurements are not always
detected by satellites, and even large stochastic increases in
symbiont-containing diatoms (increases of up to 104- to 105-fold
relative to nonbloom concentrations) do not always reach the
arbitrary 0.15 mg of chl a·m−3 threshold that is used to define
a bloom based on satellite remote sensing of ocean color (27).
Furthermore, surface phytoplankton blooms near Station
ALOHA have been observed throughout the year (24), whereas
the elevated fluxes described herein occur exclusively in summer,
indicating that not all surface blooms result in particulate matter
export to the deep sea. Finally, although the SEP in some years
appears to have an antecedent surface ocean bloom, it does not
in most years and may be supported by subsurface processes (24–
26). Consequently, we conclude that there is no direct coupling
between the appearance of increased surface chl a and the
summertime export of PC, PN, PP, P-BSi, diatoms, and nifH
genes reported herein.
There is ample evidence for intense, episodic fluxes of phy-

toplankton-derived POM to the seabed in various geographical
locations, including the tropics (28–31). In many field studies, the
phytodetritus pulse is composed of large, P-BSi–reinforced dia-
toms that form dense and rapidly sinking aggregates (32, 33).
Although the timing of these export pulses is typically immedi-
ately after the “spring bloom” and coincides with water column
stratification and nutrient depletion, an alternative “fall diatom
dump” model (34) suggests that particulate matter aggregation
and export may also be triggered by destratification of the upper
water column. In both export models, mass sedimentation of
silicon-ballasted cells is assumed to be tied to nutrient or light
limitation and changes in water column stability. However, both
the timing and mechanism of the SEP described herein appear to
be fundamentally distinct from either the spring or fall export
models. Among other unique characteristics, the SEP occurs in
late summer, when the water column is extremely stable (Fig.
1C), and appears to be fueled by N2 fixation.
Because sinking organic particles can, in principle, move

horizontally as well as vertically, the source region for particles
collected in deep sea sediment traps can be a complex integral
over time and space. Siegel and Deuser (35) pioneered the
concept of a “collection cone” to describe this phenomenon, and
they have developed a model to constrain the particle source
region. Their model requires information on both sinking rates
and remineralization potentials of the sinking particles, as well as
regional ocean currents, as a function of time and space. These
comprehensive datasets are generally not available, even for
a well-studied site like Station ALOHA; thus, the statistical
collection cone remains a conceptual entity. Nevertheless, deep
trap source funnels at Station ALOHA have been constructed
assuming particle sinking speeds of 50, 100, and 200 m·d−1 (36).
For the 200-m·d−1 case, the model predicts that the source
regions for particles collected at 4,000 m are a mean distance of
73 km to the north of Station ALOHA and well within the
biogeochemically defined NPSG. However, the time coherence
of the SEP at 2,800 and 4,000 m (within the resolution of the
collection period of ∼17 d) implies that the particles are sinking
rapidly (>250 m·d−1), at least during the SEP period. A recent
study conducted at Station ALOHA reported that more than
15% of the POC sank at >820 m·d−1 (37). Consequently, the
sediment trap source region during the SEP is probably much
closer to Station ALOHA and smaller in areal extent than the
200-m·d−1 case study would suggest (36).
Because open ocean ecosystems are supported mainly (>90%)

by locally recycled nutrients that derive ultimately from the
remineralization of POM, large export events, such as the SEP,
result in a net loss of production-sustaining nutrients and should

Fig. 4. Annual flux climatologies at a reference depth of 4,000 m de-
termined from bottom-moored sediment traps deployed during the period
1992–2004 (Materials and Methods). The yellow-shaded portion of the cli-
matology is the winter period, when fluxes are low, and the red-shaded
portion is the SEP. The dashed vertical lines mark the start of each month.
Carbon flux is shown, including PC (blue), POC (red), and PIC (green) (A); PN
flux (B); PP flux (C); and P-BSi flux (D).
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lead to decreases in gross primary production unless other nu-
trient sources become available to resupply this loss. At Station
ALOHA, N2 fixation is a major pathway for N resupply (17, 18).
Previous investigations at Station ALOHA have documented
a seasonal variation in the δ15N of euphotic zone suspended and
exported PN, with 15N-enriched PN in winter and 15N-depleted
PN in summer (17, 18); the latter is characteristic of N2 fixation,
a process that is also elevated in the summer-fall time period at
Station ALOHA (Fig. 6A). Throughout the spring-summer pe-
riod, N2 fixation and the proportion of N2 fixation-based PN
export systematically increase, with the greatest contribution
(lowest δ15N values) occurring during the SEP (Fig. 6 B and C).
At Station ALOHA, N2 fixation leads to seasonal change in the
C/P ratio of suspended POM (38, 39) and to reduced concen-
trations of PO4

3− (39, 40). Generally, in ecosystems where export
is enhanced by N2 fixation, the microbial populations eventually
become P-stressed, leading to the production of POM with ele-
vated PC/PP ratios, in part attributable to sulfur substitution for
PO4

3− in cellular lipids (41). The unusually P-depleted elemental
stoichiometry of the SEP (Table 1) is consistent with P-stressed
plankton growth during active N2 fixation. In this regard, N2
fixation-supported export processes, exemplified by the SEP
described herein, enhance both the strength and the efficiency of
the BCP.
The C/P ratios measured during the SEP (PC/PP = 371, POC/

PP = 257; Table 1) are 2.5–3.7 times greater than changes in
the DIC/PO4

3− molar ratio between surface and deep water
(∼100:1). Previous particle flux studies have observed increasing
C/P and N/P ratios of sinking particles as a function of depth,
a process believed to result from a more rapid loss of P attrib-
utable to selective remineralization (3, 42, 43). Implicit in this
process is a reduction in food quality of the residual materials,
although few field data exist to test this prediction. In contrast to
this current paradigm, the SEP has both high C/P and N/P ratios
but also appears to be fresh and readily biodegradable. The main
difference is that the high C/P and N/P ratios derive from the
euphotic zone production process under P-stress rather than
from subeuphotic selective degradation of sinking particles. The
ultimate control on the strength of the N2 fixation carbon pump
appears to be the availability of PO4

3−, and possibly iron (7, 44),
coupled with the carbon-enriched (relative to P) stoichiometry of
the exported POM (7). POM stoichiometry, especially the C/P
ratio of particles leaving the euphotic zone (7, 45), will determine
the maximum amount of CO2 that can be removed for a given

input flux of limiting nutrient. The net result is a summertime
strengthening of the BCP and an enhanced efficiency of carbon
sequestration relative to the annual mean condition.
The temporal coherence of peak export for both POC and

PIC suggests that the mechanism that produces and sustains the
SEP may assist in the removal of other particles, perhaps by
scavenging, because high PIC fluxes would not be a predicted
consequence of diatom blooms. A comparison of the PIC fluxes
at 2,800 and 4,000 m also shows minimal attenuation during the
SEP period, which supports the claim of rapid sinking. Because
PIC is more stable than POC, the POC/PIC ratio in sinking
particles generally decreases with depth, leading to increased
rates of particle settling attributable to an enhanced ballasting
effect of the relatively dense carbonates (46, 47). Furthermore,
because POC production via photosynthesis consumes CO2
(CO2 + H2O → CH2O + O2), whereas PIC production via
calcification decreases alkalinity and shifts the carbonate sys-
tem toward a higher CO2 concentration (Ca2+ + 2HCO3

− →
CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O), the POC/PIC ratio of exported par-
ticulate matter influences net CO2 exchange with the atmo-
sphere (45). In order for carbonate formation to contribute to
net C sequestration, the molar POC/PIC ratio in sinking par-
ticles must be ≥0.6; the exact threshold ratio depends on
temperature, alkalinity, and the partial pressure of CO2 (9, 48).
At Station ALOHA, the POC/PIC ratio exceeds 1.0 at all times
of the year and achieves an annual maximum of 2.3 during the
SEP (Fig. S1D). This indicates net carbon sequestration into
the deep sea throughout the year at Station ALOHA but es-
pecially during summer. Although the SEP contains elevated
concentrations of the two most important ballast minerals
(CaCO3 and opal) compared with wintertime fluxes, both the
POC/PIC and POC/P-BSi ratios are higher in the peak summer
flux than during winter (Table 1). If we assume that the SEP
represents a rapidly sinking POM “overprinting” of the back-
ground state (i.e., winter), we can calculate the composition of
the former by the difference (i.e., [peak summer daily element
flux] − [peak winter daily element flux]). This calculation yields
a summer POM molar composition of 297 C:25.5 N:1 P as
well as POC/PIC and POC/P-BSi ratios of 5.6 and 5.4, re-
spectively. These data indicate a relative enrichment of POC
during the SEP, a result that is consistent with our view of rapid
settling of freshly produced organic particles and minimal
remineralization en route to the seafloor. A previous study
(1997–1999) reported that sediment community oxygen con-

Table 1. Particulate matter fluxes and average bioelemental molar stoichiometries for various periods of the annual flux climatology
at the 4,000-m reference depth, based on data collected from 1992 to 2004 at Station ALOHA

Parameter

Flux

Summer/winter
ratio of daily flux

Peak summer/winter
ratio of daily flux

Annual
(Jan 1–Dec 31)

Winter
(Nov 1–Feb 28)

Summer
(June 1–Sept 30)

Peak summer
(July 15–Aug 15)

PC
Total, μmol·m−2 82,386 20,514 36,404 12,643 — —

Daily, μmol·m−2·d−1 225.7 171.0 298.4 407.9 1.75 2.4
POC
Total, μmol·m−2 50,236 11,829 23,684 8,765 — —

Daily, μmol·m−2·d−1 137.6 98.6 194.1 282.7 2.0 2.9
PN
Total, μmol·m−2 4,318 997 1,994 747 — —

Daily, μmol·m−2·d−1 11.8 8.3 16.3 24.1 2.0 2.9
PP
Total, μmol·m−2 229 58 100 34 — —

Daily, μmol·m−2·d−1 0.63 0.48 0.82 1.10 1.7 2.3
P-BSi
Total, μmol·m−2 15,521 4,032 6,548 2,094 — —

Daily, μmol·m−2·d−1 42.5 33.6 53.7 67.5 1.6 2.0
Stoichiometry
PC/POC/PN/PP/P-BSi 358:218:19:1:67 356:205:17:1:70 364:237:20:1:65 371:257:22:1:61 — —
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sumption measured using a free vehicle grab respirometer
peaked within 3 mo after the SEP, suggesting that the POM
that arrived at the seabed (4,730 m) was biodegradable (49).
We conclude that small changes in the production and export
of rapidly sinking particles at the surface of the sea can prop-
agate into the deep sea as peak fluxes with distinctive charac-
teristics, as we have shown for the SEP. Because deep sea
sediment communities are totally dependent on surface ocean
processes for their nutrition, the amount and timing of POM
flux lead to unique structuring, including competition, as well as
to vulnerability from climate variations that may have an im-
pact on export production (50, 51).
Collectively, the deep sea flux data suggest that N2 fixation by

symbiotic cyanobacteria-diatom assemblages during summer con-
tributes significantly to carbon sequestration at Station ALOHA.
There are at least five important ecological implications of our
field observations. First is the documentation that particulate
matter sinking rates and subeuphotic zone particle attenuation
processes in the NPSG may be seasonally variable, with relatively
brief periods of efficient carbon export and sequestration
superimposed on a background state of slowly sinking particles
that are efficiently remineralized during transit to the deep sea.
Second is a confirmation using modern methods (both isotopic
and molecular) that N2 fixation is a quantitatively important
pathway for export production in the NPSG, especially for
symbiotic associations between diatoms and N2-fixing cyano-
bacteria. Third, changes in the C/N/P stoichiometry suggest sea-
sonally variable nutrient dynamics and summertime P depletion.
Fourth, the SEP appears to be a mechanism of rapid transport of
fresh carbon- and energy-enriched POM to the seabed for post-

depositional consumption by deep sea benthic organisms. Fi-
nally, subtle changes in upper ocean plankton dynamics, specif-
ically selection for diatom-cyanobacterial symbiosis, play a
critical role in the transfer efficiency of carbon and energy to the
deep sea.
Diatoms typically account for only a small portion of phy-

toplankton biomass at Station ALOHA; thus, changes in their
population dynamics may go unnoticed in standard bulk
measurements, such as primary production, total chl a, and PC,
PN, or PP export from the euphotic zone. A recent 2-y study
(2008–2009) at Station ALOHA has shown that diatoms ac-
count for only 3–7% of the annual primary production but
support 9–20% of the PC flux at 150 m (52). Furthermore, P-
BSi concentrations and production rates increased at Station
ALOHA by an order of magnitude in summer (2008 and 2009)
following density stratification of the upper 50 m (52). Previous
studies of the vertical fluxes of diatoms indicate that most live
(cytoplasm-containing) cells captured at depths to 4,000 m were
derived from the upper surface mixed layer (12). Furthermore,
N2 fixation at Station ALOHA is solar-powered, and hence
restricted primarily to the upper mixed layer of the euphotic
zone. A key observation from our study is that selection for
diatoms with endosymbiotic N2-fixing cyanobacteria in surface
waters leads to an export pulse of fresh organic matter to the
deep sea in late summer following one or more physiological or
environmental cues.
Smetacek (53) has presented a comprehensive model for the

phenomenon of mass aggregation and rapid sinking in diatom
life-history cycles. He argued that sinking is of survival value for
populations entering a resting or “seeding” stage and that it has
significant ecological and evolutionary value (53). At Station
ALOHA, the sinking mechanism appears to be highly taxon-
specific. There are more than 100 species of diatoms in the
NPSG (54), but only a few that are known to inhabit the upper
mixed layer dominate the SEP (12, 55). This select group
includes Hemiaulus and Rhizosolenia, two genera that are
known to harbor N2-fixing endosymbionts. Consequently, the
SEP phenomenon appears to be a complex interplay of water
column stratification, selection for N2 fixers under conditions of
NO3

− limitation, eventual PO4
3− stress, and a final environ-

mental or physiological cue that promotes mass aggregation
and sedimentation.
Although most marine microorganisms propagate via asexual

reproduction, many species, including most diatoms, also have
a sexual phase in their life cycles. Because of their unique
skeletal structure, asexual (monoclonal) growth in diatoms leads
to a reduction in the mean cell size (56). Sexual reproduction
and auxosporulation serve to restore maximum cell size. If
sexual reproduction does not occur, a critical minimal cell size is
reached that is lethal to the monoclonal assemblage (57). The
role of sexual reproduction in the observed SEP is unknown, but
several characteristics may be relevant for a mechanistic un-
derstanding of the SEP. First, sexual reproduction, when it
occurs, is rapid (a few days in duration) and can lead to ag-
gregation and enhanced sinking of the vegetative population
(58–60). Because the ratio of auxospores to vegetative cells that
are present during sexual reproduction is low (61), most of the
cells are rapidly lost from the euphotic zone by enhanced
sinking of clonal aggregates (58). This reduces competition for
limiting nutrients among the genetically identical clonal line-
ages, providing a higher probability of success for the newly
formed zygotes. Although cell size appears to be the chro-
nometer for the onset of sexual reproduction, environmental
cues, including light and nutrients, are also important (62).
Future field studies at Station ALOHA could track changes in
mean cell size of the diatom species responsible for the SEP, the
seasonal changes in the clonal diversity of key diatom species
(63), and the signaling gene (Sig-1) for the onset of sexual re-
production (64).
The export of POM from the surface ocean results from an

imbalance between new particle production and consumption.

Fig. 5. PN flux climatologies (1992–2004) for reference depths of 150 m (A),
2,800 m (B), and 4,000 m (C). The solid red symbols in A represent the
monthly mean values. The data in D represent the depth-dependent flux
ratios between the values measured at the 4,000-m reference depth and
those measured at the 2,800-m reference depth (solid blue symbols; left y
axis) or the 150-m reference depth (solid red symbols; right y axis). The yellow-
shaded portion of the climatology is the winter period, when fluxes are low,
and the red-shaded portion is the SEP. The dashed vertical line marks the start
of each month.
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Under steady state, there must be a resupply of nutrients to
balance those that are exported quantitatively, or else the system
will have diminished productivity (65). Perturbations in pro-
ductivity caused by stochastic environmental variability (e.g.,
atmospheric deposition events, storm-induced mixing, mesoscale
eddies) can lead to short-lived export events. However, the SEP
that we describe herein is a regular and predictable summertime
feature that we observed each year over the 13-y record, despite
stochastic changes in many key habitat parameters that alter
interannual primary production, new production, and export.
Because particle production takes place primarily in the euphotic
zone, the regularity of the SEP at abyssal depths suggests that
there must be an environmental cue precise in timing year after
year that ultimately selects for diatom-N2 fixation–supported
symbioses, and subsequent rapid export of POM. The proximate
cue is not currently known. However, among the various physi-
cal, chemical, and biological parameters known to control shifts
in plankton community structure, day length may be unique with
regard to predictability. For this reason, we hypothesize that day
length may be a trigger leading to the recurrent SEP of particles
that is observed at Station ALOHA.
Many biological processes, including flowering in angio-

sperms and vocalization in songbirds, are known to be con-
trolled by day length (or night length), a general phenomenon
termed “photoperiodism.” In marine ecosystems, summertime
density stratification of the upper water column can lead to
abrupt and large increases in the daily irradiance for cells at
a given depth, even with an otherwise constant light field at the
ocean’s surface. Furthermore, because light penetration is un-

affected by the mixing depth and decreases exponentially in the
water column, small changes in stratification can lead to large
changes in solar photon flux for cells growing in the mixed layer
(66). At Station ALOHA, there is a large change in mixed layer
depth from April to May; thereafter, it remains relatively stable
until September, long after the SEP (Fig. 1C).
At the latitude of Station ALOHA (22° 45′ N), the sun is di-

rectly overhead twice per year, once in early June as the sun
moves north toward the Tropic of Cancer (23° 26.37′ N) and
again on its southbound journey toward the Tropic of Capricorn
in the Southern Hemisphere. The second “ALOHA noon”
occurs on July 5, when the sun’s elevation at local apparent noon
is 90°. For the nearly 3-wk period from June 11 to July 1, Station
ALOHA day length is essentially constant (13.52–13.53 h),
whereas there is an abrupt loss of day length after July 1 on the
order of 10–15 min/wk (Fig. S2) until a minimum photoperiod of
10.44 h is reached in late December. This highly predictable
change in day length might serve as a trigger for changes in
metabolism, growth rate, or behavior (e.g., aggregation, gamete
formation, release of chemical messengers) of selected diatom
populations. Indeed, it has recently been suggested that pre-
dictable environmental change may lead to behavioral or physi-
ological anticipation in microorganisms, and that this might be
an adaptive trait that is selected for during evolution (67). Be-
cause the features we describe involve an obligate eukaryote-
prokaryote symbiosis, the proximate cue may act on either host
or symbiont physiology, or both.
The phenomenon of photoperiodism is not well-studied in

marine phytoplankton, but the presence of phytochromes in
nearly all cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae studied to date,
including marine diatoms (68), suggests that these light-activated
molecular switches may be common in the sea. Thus, we propose
that activation of phytochromes by astronomical influences, es-
pecially variations in photoperiod following the “turning of the
sun,” may initiate a genetically controlled cascade of molecular
and metabolic processes that ultimately define the end of sum-
mer and trigger the SEP that we describe herein. This hypothesis
is amenable to both laboratory and field testing, for example,
through the manipulation of light characteristics, such as day
length, photon flux intensity, and spectral distribution observed
at Station ALOHA.

Materials and Methods
To preserve the collected particulate matter, each of the 21 cups used in this
studywas filled before deployment with a solution of sodium chloride (5 g·L−1),
sodium borate (1 g·L−1), and formalin (3% vol/vol final concentration) made
up in deep seawater. Following recovery, samples were quantitatively split
and the particulate matter was analyzed for total carbon (PC), inorganic
carbon (PIC), nitrogen (PN), phosphorus (PP), biogenic silica (P-BSi), chl a, and
pheo using previously described methods (38) (http://hahana.soest.hawaii.
edu/hot/methods/results.html). POC was estimated as [PC] − [PIC]. Cyano-
bacterial nifH genes were characterized from extracted DNA, and gene
abundances were quantified using a PCR method. In addition, 15N isotopic
composition of the PN pool for the 4,000-m trap only was carried out by
isotope ratio MS, using in-house reference material (ground, dried net
plankton) and two National Institute of Standards and Technology-certified
inorganic 15N reference materials [International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA)-N1 and IAEA-N3; ref. 18]. Additional details are in SI Materials and
Methods.
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